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Abstract

In this study, we demonstrate that cross-correlation gathers of multi-channel and multi-shot configurations provide accurate estimations of shear wave velocity (VS) perturbations from Rayleigh wave data for the reconstruction of two-dimensional (2D), high-resolution velocity distributions without requiring the systematic calculation of surface wave dispersions, as in the spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW). Data acquisition for cross-correlation analysis is similar to that for a 2D seismic common midpoint reflection survey. The data processing involved is similar to the coda wave interferometry used for seismological data but differs in the sense that the cross-correlation of the original waveform is calculated for active source seismic data. Data processing in cross-correlation analysis consists of the following three steps: First, cross-correlations are calculated for every trace in each shot gather with the same offset trace as a reference shot to flatten the linearly sloping events of surface waves. A common receiver location stack section can then be obtained, which allows for the assessment of lateral variations in the elastic properties of the medium. Second, the maxima of the time-shifted cross-correlation gathers and the maxima of the shot gathers’ envelope traces are picked for different frequencies, and trace values having the same receiver location are averaged to calculate Vs perturbations, as described in the theory of coda wave interferometry. Finally, a 2D Vs profile is reconstructed by applying the lateral Vs perturbation to a homogeneous Vs velocity profile obtained by inversion of the surface wave dispersion of the reference shot gather. Analyses of waveform
data from numerical modelling and field observations indicate that this new method is valid and greatly improves the accuracy and resolution of near-surface imagery using surface waves and reconstructed subsurface velocity distributions compared with a conventional SASW or multi-channel application.
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The delineation of shear wave velocity (Vs) structures down to a depth of approximately 30 m is of fundamental interest in engineering and environmental problems. P-wave and S-wave (PS) velocity logging has been adopted for this purpose for a number of years. The expense of drilling a borehole and operating a logging tool has led to a demand for more convenient methods for determining shallow surface wave structures. It is well known that the dispersion of the phase velocities of surface waves is mainly determined by the ground structure. The use of surface waves for near-surface delineation has been the subject of many studies in the past decade. For example, the spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW) has been used for the determination of 1D Vs structures down to a depth of 100 m (Nazarian et al. 1983; Stokoe et al. 1989; Grandjean and Bitri 2006). The majority of the surface wave methods described to date employ a shaker or a vibrator as a wave source and exploit calculated phase differences between two receivers using a simple cross-correlation technique. Park et al., 1998a and Debeglia et al. (2006) also discuss the feasibility of detecting near-surface features using dynamic linear moveout (dlmo) for surface wave imagery. A multi-channel analysis of surface waves (MASW) has been proposed by several authors (Song et al. 1989; Park et al. 1999a; Xia et al. 1999). This method determines phase velocities directly from multi-channel surface wave data after applying an integral transformation to the frequency-domain waveform data. The integration directly converts time-domain waveform data (time-distance) into an image of phase velocity versus frequency.
Hayashi et al. (2004) show that the accuracy and resolution of (c–f) images can be improved using common mid-point (CMP) cross-correlation analysis of multi-channel surface wave data. The MASW method is more effective than the SASW method because MASW allows the fundamental mode of Rayleigh wave dispersion to be distinguished visually from body waves and from higher modes of the Rayleigh waves. Additionally, the MASW method avoids spatial aliasing, which is a problem in the SASW method (Foti et al. 2001; Neducza 2007). Xia et al. (2005) and Miller et al. (1999) applied the MASW method to continuous-profiling shot records and delineated 2D Vs structures and their resolution to determine phase velocities at low frequencies. Importantly, Park et al. (1999a) noted that it is essential for the MASW method to use a receiver array that is as long as is practical. However, a longer receiver array can decrease the lateral resolution of a survey because the conventional MASW method provides a velocity model averaged over the total length of the array. We developed a novel method to address this trade-off. Developing an alternative to conventional surface wave methods for the determination of lateral variations in Vs structure required a unique approach based on the multi-channel recording of surface waves and a cross-correlation analysis.

**Surface wave response to a near-surface feature**

A near-surface anomaly is defined here as a component of the near-surface materials that has elastic properties differing significantly from those of the
remaining components, which are termed normal zones. The transition from a normal to anomalous zone may be either abrupt or gradual. During a surface waves survey, a near-surface anomaly leaves a signature of its presence in several forms on a multi-channel recording, the most common form being different phase velocities for those frequencies propagating through or near the anomaly; another form consists of differing attenuation characteristics.

In addition to differing phase velocities and attenuation characteristics, an anomaly may reveal its presence in the form of the generation of higher modes (Bath 1973; Gucunski and Woods 1991), or reflected and diffracted (Yanovskaya 1989; Sheu et al. 1988) surface waves. The generation of these higher modes is closely related to the existence of a low-velocity zone underlain by and overlying high-velocity zones (a zone of velocity inversion) (Stokoe et al. 1994), and the energy of the higher modes typically becomes more significant at high frequencies (short wavelengths) (Tokimatsu et al. 1992). Reflected and diffracted surface waves are generated when the transition from normal to anomalous zones is abrupt. All of these anomaly signature types may appear on a multichannel record when either the source or the receivers are located at or near the surface location of an anomaly.

Theoretically, surface waves cannot penetrate through a void filled with air or fluid because of the lack of shear modulus inside the void. However, considering the retrograde elliptical motion of mass underneath a roll disturbance, the surface waves that penetrate above and below the void with dimensions of elliptical motion that significantly exceed the dimensions of the
void may still propagate horizontally but with altered propagation characteristics with respect to attenuation, variations in phase velocity, or both.

**Methodology**

**Principles**

To improve the lateral resolution of multichannel surface wave methods, we considered the Vs perturbation relative to a reference shot gather through the cross-correlation of Rayleigh wave shot gather data recorded at different positions along a line. Cross-correlation is a standard method of estimating the degree to which two series are correlated. The cross-correlation function, $R(\Delta t)$, represents the correlation coefficient between two seismic signals at time $t = 0$, $S(0)$, and a later time $t$, $S(t)$. The cross-correlation function can be expressed as follows:

$$R(\Delta t) = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{M-m} S_1(i\tau)S_2(i\tau + m\tau)}{\langle S_1 \rangle \langle S_2 \rangle (M - m)} \quad (1)$$

where $m$ is an integer multiple of a time interval, $\tau$, such that $\Delta t = m\tau$ (where $0 < m < M$). $S_1(t)$ and $S_2(t)$ are the time-dependent surface wave signals from traces 1 and 2, respectively. Both traces comprise $M+1$ data points spanning the period from $t=0$ to $t=M\tau$. $\langle S_1 \rangle$ and $\langle S_2 \rangle$ are the mean intensities of the surface wave signal in traces 1 and 2, respectively.
Herein, we compare the surface wave signals. Our goal is to determine whether the two signals are correlated (i.e., fluctuating in concert) or uncorrelated (fluctuating independently). In modelling the autocorrelation in time, we assume that the correlation of a surface wave signal with itself decays from a perfect correlation at time zero to no correlation at infinite time. For the cross-correlation between two surface wave signals at different locations, assuming seismic source repeatability, near-surface features and near-surface Vs structures create perturbations, and the two signals then fluctuate independently; thus, the correlation between them decays at a certain propagation time.

Cross-correlation temporally correlates the intensity fluctuations of the seismic traces. In cross-correlation, only pairs of coherent samples from two distinct traces appear as a positive result at time $t$, whereas fluctuations in the surface wave signal created by a Vs perturbation generate a positive result at time $t+dt$, accounting for the travel-time perturbation $dt$.

On a simplistic level, cross-correlation analysis is coincidence analysis. The cross-correlation function between traces therefore enables a determination of the manner in which the Vs structure varies in the near surface.

Data processing procedure

A cross-correlation analysis of surface waves (CCASW) is applied to each shot gather in the dataset. Data acquisition for the CCASW method is similar to that
for a 2D seismic common midpoint reflection survey. The source-receiver
geometry is based on the end-on spread, and both the source and the receivers
move up along a survey line. The processing for the CCASW is summarised in
the following:

First, cross-correlations are calculated for every trace in each shot gather along
the entire seismic line using the same offset trace of a user-selected reference
shot gather from the overall dataset, which is considered to be unperturbed.
The reference location is a presumably normal zone within the survey line. The
cross-correlation process allows us to correct for the offset effect and therefore,
to flatten the linearly sloping events of surface waves in the same way as a
dlmo (Park et al. 1998a, b). All of the common receiver location traces in cross-
correlated shot gathers can then be stacked together. The above procedure
achieves the following effects after stacking:

• Frequencies that have the same phase velocity as that at the reference
  location will have large stacked amplitudes due to constructive interference.

• For those shot gathers obtained at or near the surface location of an anomaly,
cross-correlation will result in time-shifted stacked traces or weak amplitudes
  traces due to destructive interference.

• All of the higher modes will be attenuated through destructive interference due
to their different phase velocities.

• All non-planar, body waves will be attenuated due to destructive interference
  because of their nonlinear occurrence on a multi-channel record or because of
  wrong velocities used for moveout correction.
• All reflected surface waves will appear as diffractions in the final stack section.

• Random noise will be attenuated.

When the stacked traces are displayed, all of the normal zones will show large amplitudes, and the anomalous zones will be denoted by diffractions, attenuated amplitudes or time-shifted events. Such a stack section is thus a good method to obtain an initial view of the lateral variations in elastic properties along the survey line.

To quantify the observations made on the stack section, we then applied coda wave interferometry to our active source survey, stipulating that a homogeneous relative change in seismic velocity, $dv/v$, results in a time-shift $dt$ (Snieder et al. 2002; Wegler and Sens-Schönfelder 2006) of:

$$dt = -t \frac{dv}{v}$$

(2)

For this purpose, the maxima of the cross-correlated gather is then picked to obtain the travel-time perturbation $dt$, and the maxima of the shot gather’s envelope traces are used to obtain the surface wave travel time, $t$. The trace envelope is an attribute of seismic traces computed using the function attributes of the Seismic Unix (SU) package and corresponds to the envelope amplitude of the trace.

These two variables are inserted into equation (2) to calculate the Vs perturbations $dv/v$. The Vs perturbations with the same receiver location are averaged. A Vs profile is reconstructed by applying the velocity perturbation
model at different frequencies to a homogeneous Vs profile obtained by
inversion of the surface wave dispersion of the reference shot gather.

**Numerical modelling**

Two numerical tests were performed to evaluate the proposed method. Fig. 1
shows the source-receiver configuration used for data acquisition. Fig. 2 shows
the velocity models used for numerical modelling. Both directions of the moving-
source observations of surface waves on the survey line were tested. The two
models are composed of a homogeneous half-space with Vp=1200 m/s and
Vs=600 m/s and a low-velocity, vertical and buried defect with Vp=1000 m/s
and Vs=500 m/s. The Seismic Unix (SU) suea2df function (Juhlin, 1995), which
is based on a stress-velocity, staggered grid, 2D finite-difference method
(Levander, 1988; Virieux, 1986), was used for the waveform calculation.
Synthetic seismic gathers were generated using a zero-phase Ricker wavelet.
The finite difference calculation was performed using 321 and 213 0.5 × 0.5 m
cells, respectively, for the x and z axes and 12000 samples with a sample
interval of 0.1 ms. The synthetic model size was chosen to be sufficiently large
to get free from border effects. After the calculations, the data were resampled
to 48 traces with 1 m spacing and 1000 samples with a 1 ms sample interval
and processed using CCASW.

Fig. 3 presents a flow diagram illustrating the processing procedure for the
synthetic shot gather data obtained through numerical modelling. Fig. 3a
illustrates the cross-correlation operation for selected synthetic examples. The variables \( dt, t, \) and \( dv/v \) are highlighted in Figure 3b.

Figs. 4a, 4b, and 4c show the resultant stack section and calculated \( Vs \) perturbation \( (dv/v) \) for the vertical defect synthetic model. Evident velocity perturbation artefacts appear on both sides of the perturbation peak according to the direction of the moving-source observation. In fact, when the source location is centred on the position of the defect, the waveform is perturbed for all the shot gathers even when some traces lie outside of the anomaly. To remedy this phenomenon, only the maxima of both calculated \( Vs \) perturbations \( (dv/v) \) of the two moving-source datasets are retained. Fig. 4c shows that the value of \( dv/v \) around -20\% obtained from CCASW of the whole seismic line is coherent with the inferred true \( Vs \) perturbation value of -17\%, which provides a consistency check for the method.

To characterise the in-depth velocity perturbation, a zero-phase, sine-squared, tapered band-pass filter centred on the frequencies 10 Hz to 45 Hz, in increments of 5 Hz, was applied after the cross-correlation analysis. The variables \( dt \) and \( t \) were then obtained for different frequencies of the surface wave. A “pseudo-depth” for the calculated \( dv/v \) was retrieved considering the approximation of the half wavelength of the surface wave (Wightman et al. 2003):

\[
d = 0.53 \frac{V_{ph}}{f} \quad (3)
\]
where \( d \) is the depth, \( V_{ph} \) is the phase velocity of the surface wave, and \( f \) is the frequency. Fig. 5 shows the 2D \( V_s \) profiles reconstructed by applying the calculated lateral velocity perturbation \( (dV/V) \) to the homogeneous half space.

Here, we observe that the CCASW allows for the reconstruction of the synthetic velocity models used for numerical modelling, and that the buried low-velocity defect is resolved using the frequency-depth conversion approximation.

**Field test: Detection of a buried pipe**

**Data acquisition**

Rayleigh wave shot gathers were acquired along a linear profile over a known buried pipe. To increase the speed and efficiency of the data recording and thereby reduce acquisition costs, a multichannel seismic cable was designed and manufactured with 24 takeouts at fixed intervals of 2 m. Each takeout is attached to a single self-orientating, gimballed, vertical geophone with a resonance frequency of 10 Hz. To ensure proper coupling, each gimballed geophone is housed in a heavy casing (~1 kg). To damp the motion of the sensor around its rotational axis, the inside of the casing is filled with viscous oil. The seismic cable was towed behind a vehicle. A 24-channel seismograph was used to record the impacts of a weight-drop electronic seismic source. The source-to-nearest-receiver offset was 2 m, whereas the source stations were separated by 10 m along the survey line. In this way, measurements were
performed with a recovering distance, as shown in Fig. 1, between each position of the seismic antenna (meaning that consecutive shots have several common geophones) to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the CCASW stack section.

**Field test: Detection of a buried karst**

*Geological setting*

As a feasibility test of the previously outlined method, an experiment was conducted to detect a near-surface buried karst as an anomaly. The geological information is provided by 3 the geotechnical soundings performed on the investigation site (Fig. 6a):

- The levee embankment consists of loamy materials and brown silt. This formation extends vertically from the surface to a depth around 4–5 m.

- A sedimentary formation is represented by the Loire River sandy alluviums and gravels. This formation extends vertically from depths between 4–5 m to 12–13 m.

The bedrock formation is composed of differentially weathered white limestone and marls that extend to a depth around 13 m. The presence of such easily dissolved bedrock (limestone and dolomite) near the ground surface is characteristic of karst terrain. Because carbonate rocks can be dissolved by
groundwater, karst areas are often characterised by sinkholes, springs, and underground streams whereby some surface flows are lost to groundwater (Waltham et al. 2005; Halbecq 1996).

Data acquisition

Rayleigh wave shot gathers were acquired along a linear profile at the top of a flood-protection levee along the Loire River in France (Fig. 6a). The survey site was located in a karst terrain near an area of surface collapses (Fig. 6b), which are among the known subsidence features of karst activity (Waltham et al. 2005; Halbecq 1996). The purpose of the survey was to detect potential buried karstic features at the location of the collapse. The configuration used for this field test is the same as that used for the detection of the buried pipe and for the karst investigation in Debeglia et al. (2006); Which one gave good results in detecting karstic features to a depth around 15-20 m Simultaneously, 3 geotechnical soundings (S1, S2, and S3) were performed with the aim of verifying the validity and accuracy of the CCASW method.

Results

Detection of a buried pipe
A prerequisite to the application of the CCASW to field data was the identification of a reference shot gather that was representative of an unperturbed area for the survey line. The first shot gather was selected for the reference as it was situated at a location where no buried pipe was indicated on the pipeline plan. A CCASW stack section was then computed and a conventional dlmo processing (Park et al., 1998a,b) was also applied to the entire field surface wave dataset for comparison. Fig. 7 shows the comparison between the dlmo stack section (Fig. 7a) and the CCASW stack section (Fig. 7b). The buried pipe is revealed as a diffraction at X=70 m on both stack sections. The apex of the diffraction appears at the time 0.1 s. Here, we see that the CCASW better resolves the diffraction and allows for improved accuracy and resolution compared with conventional dlmo imagery.

Detection of a buried karst

A prerequisite to the application of the CCASW to field data was the identification of a reference shot gather that was representative of an unperturbed area for the survey line. This selection was realised using the shape of the phase-velocity-versus-frequency (c-f) dispersion images. The c-f images of the shot gathers located near (X=280 m) and far (X=50 m) from the collapse (X=290 m) were then compared for this purpose. The c-f image of the shot gather located near the collapse (Fig. 8b) exhibited the generation of higher propagation modes, whereas this was not the case for the shot gather
located far from the collapse (Fig. 8a). As noted previously, the generation of higher modes is a good indicator of the presence of a complex medium lying below the surface location of the seismic antenna. For this field test, and in many cases, we admit that the generation of higher modes in the c-f image of a shot gather is an inadequate criterion for the choice of this shot gather as a reference. The shot gather at location X=50 m was thus selected as the reference shot for the study. Fig. 9 shows a shot gather located at X=100 m, away from the collapse, a shot gather located at 280 m, and the respective results of cross-correlation with the reference shot gather. A perturbation can be distinguished near the collapse on the basis of the time-shifted cross-correlation (approximately 0.02 s), whereas no consequent time shift is observed far from the perturbed area. CCASW processing was applied to the entire field surface wave dataset after a zero-phase, sine-squared, tapered band-pass filtering centred on the frequencies 8 Hz to 40 Hz every 2 Hz.

We note that this study was conducted in the operational context of a project aimed at assessing Loire River levee integrity over a total distance of approximately 70 km, and we thus did not acquire surface wave data in the two directions of the moving source observation. The calculated Vs perturbations \((dV/V)\) are then likely to be somewhat distorted compared with their true values due to the effects of moving-source artefacts, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Nevertheless, based on the numerical modelling results, we suggest that the general distribution of velocity perturbations constitutes a reasonable first-order approximation of the actual situation in the subsurface. Fig. 10 presents the resulting calculated Vs perturbation \((dV/V)\) for the 16 Hz frequency. Here, a Vs
perturbation \((dv/v)\) of approximately -25\% appears between the locations at 250 m and 300 m and almost centred on the location of the surface collapse. The frequency-depth conversion was then applied using the half-wavelength approximation, and a 2D Vs cross-section was reconstructed by applying the lateral velocity perturbations to a 1D Vs profile obtained by a non-linear least-squares inversion (Xia et al. 1999) of the reference shot gather dispersion curve. To ensure the correctness of reference shot gather’s inversion, the authors paid attention to the fit between the observed and computed dispersion fundamental curves as in common practice in surface wave methods. A conventional MASW processing with fundamental mode inversion was also applied to the entire field surface wave dataset for comparison. Following the convention, the inverse results for each shot gather were located at the mid-point of each position of the seismic antenna. To assess the lateral variations of elastic properties with depth, the CCASW stack section was convolved with a 32-s linear sweep with frequencies decreasing from 40 to 5 Hz. This operation has the effect of separating the different frequencies of the surface wave. The frequency depth conversion was then applied using the half-wavelength approximation.

Figs 11a, 11b and 11c show the CCASW stack section and Vs profiles obtained from the MASW and the CCASW methods. The weathering index \((A\text{-}value)\) curves obtained from the geotechnical soundings are superimposed on the resulting sections. This geotechnical parameter is defined as follows (Pfister 1985):

\[
A = \frac{\rho - \rho_0}{\rho_0} 
\]
\[ A = 1 + \left[ \frac{PO_i}{PO_{\text{max}}} - \frac{VA_i}{VA_{\text{max}}} \right] \]  

where \( PO_i \) is the pressure on the drilling tool for depth \( i \), \( PO_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum pressure on the drilling tool during the sounding, \( VA_i \) is the velocity of the drilling tool as it progresses in the ground for depth \( i \), and \( VA_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum velocity of the progress of the drilling tool during the sounding; \( A \)-values vary between 0 for voids and 2 for highly competent materials. A coherent, weak–amplitude, low-velocity anomaly (140–300 m/s) that trends north-west from 0 to 23 m depth is evident on the convolved CCASW stack and the CCASW Vs profile and is almost centred on the location of the surface collapse (X=300 m) (Fig. 11). The attenuation area is likely caused by destructive interference due to the generation of higher modes near the location of the collapse (Fig. 8b). The anomaly decreases in coherence and magnitude down to a depth of 30 m. It is evident that the shape of the anomaly is roughly consistent with the low to very low \( A \)-values (0–1) from the S2 and S3 soundings, revealing the presence of highly deconsolidated materials. The \( A \)-values from S1, showing no dramatic values (>1) of the weathering index, reveal the relative competency of the adjacent areas. The MASW Vs profile shows a vast zone with a lower Vs (approximately 450 m/s) between the depths of 20 and 40 m and a vertical shift related to the collapsing feature (Fig. 11b). This shift is likely due to the change in the shape of the fundamental mode in the \( c-f \) image, which trends towards lower velocities in the perturbed area compared with the reference \( c-f \) image (Fig. 8). Further the velocity depression of the fundamental mode due to the presence of weathered materials, generated higher modes reveal the...
complexity of the area near the collapse. Nevertheless, the velocity distribution obtained using the MASW does not coincide very well with the $A$-value curves, especially in the 10–20 m depth interval.

**Discussion**

The geology of the studied area consists of a levee embankment (brown silt) above a sedimentary formation that is composed of gravels and sand based on a white limestone bedrock. The CCASW stack section and CCASW Vs profile respectively reveal a weak amplitude and low velocities (approximately 140–300 m/s) in an area between 0 and 23 m deep at the location $X=300$ m, likely representing the complexity of the unconsolidated near surface weathered materials. The model presents significantly higher velocities in the adjacent areas. The low field velocities in the CCASW Vs profile likely result from the presence of a karstic collapse below a northwest-trending epikarst created by the flow of sediments into the karstic cavity. The MASW Vs profile shows poor agreement with the actual situation of the subsurface given by the $A$-value curves, indicating that the CCASW method greatly improves upon the accuracy and resolution of the reconstructed subsurface Vs distribution compared with the conventional surface wave methods with fundamental mode inversion. However, we note that this study considers only the fundamental mode and that the MASW Vs profile resolution could be improved when considering the recent achievements in the accurate assessment of Vs profiles using surface wave
methods. For example, further studies should compare the results of the CCASW method with the multimode inversion results of c-f images or joint inversion using the effective dispersion of surface waves (Hamimu et al. 2010).

Conclusions

The study presents the CCASW method, a novel approach to seismic imaging based on the cross-correlation analysis of multi-channel surface wave data. This method allows for high-resolution surface wave imagery and the accurate estimation of Vs perturbations and enables the reconstruction of two-dimensional subsurface Vs distribution with high resolution without requiring the systematic processes of multichannel spectral analysis of surface waves: the computation of dispersion images and the picking and inversion of dispersion curves. The overall performance of the newly developed method in this study, demonstrates that it is a simple, reliable, and very sensitive technique for characterising lateral variations in near-surface mechanical properties. This method should be applicable to the detection of a variety of subsurface defects (e.g., voids, karsts, or structural heterogeneities). The applicability of this model extends to the characterisation of material properties, integrity assessment, and surface profiling in many types of geotechnical and environmental studies. Our analyses of waveform data derived from numerical modelling and field observations indicate that the CCASW method is valid as an operational sounding method and provides strong inputs for characterisation studies of
near-surface features that allow for improved accuracy and resolution compared with conventional surface wave methods.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 The source-receiver geometry used in the numerical tests. Both directions of the moving-source observation of surface waves were tested. The shot positions for the gathers shown in Fig. 3 are highlighted.

Fig. 2 The Vs models used for the numerical tests. The locations of the seismic antenna for the gathers shown in Fig. 3 are highlighted.

Fig. 3 A diagram illustrating the processing of surface wave data. a) Examples of the calculation of cross-correlations from the traces of a perturbed and an unperturbed shot gather with the same offset trace of the reference shot gather. In the unperturbed case, the cross-correlations are centred on the time 0 s. In the perturbed case, the cross-correlations show a travel-time perturbation of approximately 0.01 s. b) Illustration of the calculation of the Vs perturbation \((dv/v)\) using equation (2) and the variables dt and t, which are highlighted by white dotted and solid lines, respectively. In the perturbed case, the Vs perturbation is approximately -10% between traces 30 and 48.

Fig. 4 a) A left-right moving source CCASW stack section for the vertical defect model. b) The calculated Vs perturbations \((dv/v)\) for both moving-source directions. Velocity perturbation artefacts appear on the sides of the perturbation peak; c) The calculated Vs perturbation \((dv/v)\) using only the
maxima of the calculated $dv/v$ of the two moving-source datasets. The black solid line marks the real velocity perturbation of the model.

Fig. 5 The Vs profiles obtained by CCASW processing of the data obtained through numerical modelling of the synthetic models shown in Fig. 2. The locations of the seismic antenna for the gathers shown in Fig. 3 are highlighted.

Fig. 6 a) An aerial photograph of the survey site. The black solid line denotes the seismic survey line near the Loire River (France). The red dots mark the locations of the geotechnical soundings (S1, S2 and S3). b) A photograph of the collapse at the top of the flood-protection levee.

Fig. 7. A comparison of the a) dmo stack section and b) CCASW stack section computed for field data recorded over the buried pipe. Here, we see that the diffraction due to the buried pipe is better resolved by the CCASW stack section.

Fig. 8 A comparison of the c-f images of shot gathers located a) far from ($X=50$ m) and b) near ($X=280$ m) the collapse ($X=290$ m). The reverse triangle marks the location of the surface collapse, and the black solid and black dotted lines respectively indicate the fundamental and higher propagation modes of the surface waves. The c-f image of the shot gather located near the collapse exhibits the generation of higher propagation modes, although this is not the
case for the shot gather located far from the collapse. The shot gather at X=50 m was selected as the reference shot for the study. The shot positions of the gathers shown in Fig. 9 are highlighted.

**Fig. 9** The calculation of cross-correlations from traces of the unperturbed shot gather (located at X=100 m) and the perturbed shot gather (located at X=280 m, near the location of the collapse at X=290 m) with the same offset trace from the reference shot gather (located at X=50 m). In the unperturbed case, the cross-correlations are centred on the time 0 s. In the perturbed case, the cross-correlations show a travel-time perturbation of approximately 0.02 s.

**Fig. 10** The calculation of Vs perturbations \( (dv/v) \) using Equation (2) for the entire field surface wave dataset and for the 16 Hz frequency. A Vs perturbation of approximately -20\% appears in the area surrounding the collapse.

**Fig. 11** a) The convolved CCASW stack section. b) Vs profile defined by the MASW method. c) Vs profile defined by the CCASW method. The \( A\)-value curves overlay the profiles as solid black lines. The triangle marks the location of the surface collapse. The area of attenuated amplitudes in the convolved CCASW stack section is outlined by the dotted black line overlaying the Vs profiles. Here, it is evident that the shape of the weak-amplitude area on the CCASW stack section matches well with the low-velocity anomaly in the CCASW Vs profile.
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- Location of the seismic antenna for the reference shot gather shown in Fig. 3
- Location of the seismic antenna for the non-perturbed shot gather shown in Fig. 3
- Location of the seismic antenna for the perturbed shot gather shown in Fig. 3
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Figure 5

- Location of the seismic antenna for the reference shot gather shown in Fig. 3
- Location of the seismic antenna for the non-perturbed shot gather shown in Fig. 3
- Location of the seismic antenna for the perturbed shot gather shown in Fig. 3

Figure 6
Figure 7

(a) and (b) show the arrival of waves due to a buried pipe. The diffraction pattern is indicated by the marked line.
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- Red star: Shot position of the reference gather shown in Fig. 9
- Green star: Shot position of the non-perturbed gather shown in Fig. 9
- Blue star: Shot position of the perturbed gather shown in Fig. 9
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